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(57) Abstract

A display device suitably used when a

screen is divided into a plurality of areas and

display comprising images having different

image qualities in divided areas is effected, a

marker signal forming method, a marker signal

detection circuit and a control signal generation

circuit. A predetermined signal pattern serving

as a marker signal is provided to an image

signal in an arbitrary designated area. The
marker signals are disposed at both end

portions in a horizontal direction in such a

manner as to continue in a vertical direction,

for example. The display device detects an area

by detecting a marker signal and controls

sharpness, contract, etc., for each detected area.

In this way, image quality of the images such as

a photo, a moving image, etc., can be improved

without making information such as characters,

numerals etc., more difficult to watch.
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Specification,

Display device, marker signal forming method, marker signal

detecting circuit, and control signal generating circuit.

Field of technology.

This invention pertains to a display device, marker 5;ignal

forming method, marker signal detecting circuit, and control

signal generating circuit , that are very suitable for use in the

case that for instance a display is executed, wherein a screen

is split into a number of areas, and in each of these areas im-

ages with different image qualities have been formed. This in-

vention particularly pertains to such a display device, marker

signal forming method, marker signal detecting circuit, and con-

trol signal generating circuit, that in the display of image

signals wherein areas that display information such as charac-

ters and numerals and areas that introduce and display images

such as photographs and moving images, have been established,

particularly the image quality of the display of photographs and

moving images etc. is improved, without loss of the display of

characters and numerals etc.

Background technology

.

In display devices such as television receivers, that for in-

stance display image signals that depend on television broad-

casting, and image signals that have been played back from video

tapes etc., from way back techniques for improvement of the im-

age quality such as for instance enlargement of the difference

of luminance of the white level and the black level (below call-

ed contrast ratio) of display images by an increase of the rate
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of amplification of the image signal, and emphasis on the con-

tour of the image (below called sharpness), are being executed
in order to improve the image quality of the display for still

standing images, whereof photographs are typical examples, and

moving images, whereof movies are typical examples.

Moreover, many kinds of semiconductor integrated circuits

(below called IC ) , that have at least one of such image quality

improving functions, and control these image quality improving

functions by for instance a control means wherein a direct cur-

rent voltage (below called DC voltage) from outside, or a means

of information transmission such as the so-called bus communica-

tion, have been realised. As typical examples thereof, for in-

stance a pre-amplif ying IC that is used in the image amplifying
circuit, and an RGB decoding IC that decomposes luminance and

colour difference signals to red, green and blue signals, etc,

are known.

That is to say that figure 17 shows an example of the con-

struction of a display device wherein such an image quality im-

proving function has been established. In order to facilitate

the understanding of the results of this invention that will be

discussed below, this figure 17 shows the construction of a dis-

play device such as a monitor display device that receives and

displays signals from for instance a computer, and the explana-

tion of the existing technique is executed for this construc-

tion -

In figure 17, for instance red, green and blue image signals

(R/G/B) that have been inputted in input terminals 701R, 701G

and 701 B, are supplied to pre-amplif ying IC 703 via the respec-

tive condensers 702R , 702G and 702B. By this pre-amplif ying IC

703, the supplied image signals (R/G/B) are respectively sup-

plied to sharpness improving circuits 802R, 802G and 802B, via

clamping circuits 801R, 801G and 801B, and then they are produc-

ed via amplifiers 803R , 803G and 803B.

Moreover, for instance a sharpness controlling DC voltage and

a contrast ratio controlling DC voltage, that are outputted from

microcomputer (below called micon) 700, that is present inside

the device, and carries out the control of the various func-

tions, are supplied to preamplif ying IC 703. Hereby, for in-

stance the sharpness improving circuits 802R , 802G and 802B, and

amplifiers 803R, 803G and 803B are controlled by preamplif ying
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circuit 703, and respectively improvement of sharpness and con-

trast ratio are executed.

Then the image signals (R/G/B) that are picked up from this

preampiif ying IC 703, are again amplified by output amplifier

704, and thereafter picked up via condensers 705R, 705G and

706B. Then, these picked up image signals (R/G/B) are submitted

to DC voltage conversion in cut-off regulating amplifier 706,

and then supplied to for instance cathode ray tube (below called

CRT) 707, in the case that this is the display means, and on the

tube surface of CRT 707, an image that depends on image signals

(R/G/B) with improved image quality is displayed.

Now in for instance a monitor display device that serves to

display the output of a computer, hitherto the main aim was to

display information such as characters and numerals of documents

and table calculations etc., that are outputted frotn a computer.

Therefore, the display of image signals that are supplied from a

computer, by for instance the binary signals '1/0', with a prop-

er luminance level, was carried out with the use of a general

monitor display device.

In the recent computers that are called multimedia, on the

other hand, not only information such as the above mentioned

characters and numerals, but also images such as photographs and

moving images from disc devices and video cards are displayed in

an arbitrary range, that is called a window. In this case, the

images such as photographs and moving images that have thus been

introduced, have a lower contrast and sharpness than information

of characters and numerals, and in the case that these are dis-

played together, the image quality of photographs and moving im-

ages etc. appears as having remarkably deteriorated.

Here, it has been considered to carry out an improvement of

the above mentioned contrast ratio and sharpness in such monitor

display devices, with the aim to improve the image quality of

images such as photographs and moving images.

In existing monitor display devices, however, the improvement

of the image quality such as the above mentioned enlargement of

the luminance difference and reinforcement of the countour, is

uniformly carried out over the screen as a whole. In the case

that areas of display of characters and numerals etc. are pres-

ent in the screen, therefore rather the risk is produced that

the display thereof is difficultly readable. The result is that
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particularly in the case that the luminance of the display of

characters and numerals etc. is too high, this acts as an effect

of deterioration of the image quality, such as easy tiring of

the eye, and impossibility of observation <use) during a long

time.

Moreover, by the development of the so-called internet and

the propularity of character broadcasting, recently also in gen-

eral television receivers the occasions of execution of display

of images such as photographs and moving images, and of charac-

ters and numerals in one single screen, are increasing. Conse-

quently, also in such television receivers the risk occurs that

the display of characters and numerals in the screen becomes

difficultly readable when the improvement of the image quality

such as the above mentioned enlargement of the luminance dif-

ference and the reinforcement of the contour is carried out uni-

formly over the entire screen.

This application is the result of a study of such points, and

the problem that should be solved is that when in existing de-

vices, images such as photographs and moving images are display-

ed together with information such as characters and numerals,

the image quality of images such as photographs and moving imag-

es is found to have remarkably deteriorated, and that, when im-

provement of the image quality of these photographs and moving

images etc. is carried out, the image quality of the display of

characters and numerals etc. deteriorates.

Disclosure of the invention.

In this invention, arbitrary areas of the screen that is dis-

played are designated, and in each of these designated areas, an

arbitrary image processing is executed, and hereby, it is made

possible to improve the image quality of images such as photo-

graphs and moving images without making information such as

characters and numerals difficult to discern, in the case that

images such as photographs and moving images are displayed, to-

gether with information such as characters and numerals, and

connected herewith, the display device, the method of marker

signal construction, the circuit of marker signal detection and

the control signal generating circuit of this invention are dis-

closed .
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Brief description of the figures.

Figure 1 is a drawing of the construction that shows an exam-

ple of the display device of the first sitiiation of execution of

this invention.

Figure 2 is a figure for the explanation thereof.

Figure 3 is a figure of the construction of the whole there-

of.

Figure 4 is a drawing of the consct ruction that shows an ex-

ample of the display device of the second situation of execution

of this invention.

Figure 5 is a drawing of the consct ruction that shows an ex-

ample of the display device of the third situation of execution

of this invention.

Figure 6 is a figure for the explanation thereof.

Figure 7 is a figure for the explanation thereof.

Figure 8 is a figure of the construction of the whole there-

of .

Figure 9 is a drawing of the construction of an example of

the marker signal detecting circuit of the fourth situation of

execution of this invention.

Figure 10 is a figure for the explanation thereof.

Figure 11 is an explanatory drawing of another example of the

method of marker signal construction of the third situation of

execution of this invention.

Figure 12 is a drawing of the construction that shows an ex-

ample of the control signal generating circuit of the fifth si-

tuation of execution of this invention.

Figure 13 is a figure for the explanation thereof.

Figure 14 is a drawing of the construction that shows another

example of the control signal generating circuit of the fifth

situation of execution of this invention.

Figure 15 is a drawing of the construction that shows an ex-

ample of the control signal generating circuit of the sixth si-

tuation of execution of this invention.

Figure 16 is a drawing for the explanation of the display de-

vice of the seventh situation of execution of this invention.

Figure 17 is a drawing for the explanation of an existing de-

vice.
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Optimum situation for the execution of this invention.

Beiow, in the explanation of this invention, referring to

figures, figure 1 is a block diagram that shows the construction

of an example of a monitor display device wherein the display

device of the first situation of execution of this invention has

been used.

In this figure 1, for instance the red, green and blue image

signals (R/G/B) that have been inputted in input terminals 1R,

1G and 18, are supplied to preamplif ying IC 3, respectively via

condensers 2R , 2G and 28. By this preamplif ying IC 3, the sup-

plied image signals (R/G/B) are respectively supplied to sharp-

ness improving circuits 32R , 32G and 328, that will be discussed

below, via clampinq circuits 31R/31G and 31B, and then they are

oroduced via amplifiers 33R , 33G and 33B , that will be discussed

below.

The image signals (R/G/B), that have been produced from this

oreamplif ying IC 3, are then amplified by output amplifier 4,

and thereafter produced via condensers 5R , 5G and 5B. Then these

produced image signals (R/G/B) are submitted to DC voltage con-

version in cut-off regulating amplifier 6, and then supplied to

for instance cathode ray tube (below called CRT) 7, in the case

that it is the display means, and on the tube surface of CRT 7,

an image that depends on the image signals (R/G/B) with improved

image quality, that will be discussed below, is displayed.

Moreover, by microcomputer (below called micon) 40, that is

present inside this device and that carries out control of the

various functions, for instance data of the first and second DC

voltage that carry out the control of the above mentioned sharp-

ness, and data of the first and second DC voltage that carry out

control of the contrast ratio, are formed. Then these data that

have been formed are respectively supplied to D/A converter (be-

low called DAC) circuits 34A and 34B, and 35A and 35B, and re-

spectively converted to the control DC voltage.

Now the control DC voltages that have been converted by these

DAC circuits 34A and 348, and 35A and 358, are respectively se-

lected by switching circuits 36 and 37, and supplied to the a-

bove mentioned preamplif ying IC 3, Hereby, for instance the a-

boye mentioned sharpness improving circuits 32R , 32G and 328,

and amplifiers 33R , 33G and 338 are controlled by preamplif ying

IC 3, according to the control DC voltages that have been sup-





plied, and improvement of respectively sharpness and contrast

ratio is carried out.

In this device, then control signals that designate arbitrary

areas of the screen that is displayed, are supplied to control

terminal 38, for instance from an external computer (not shown

in the figure). For these control signals, here a pulse signal

that corresponds with the width in horizontal direction of area

100 as is shown in figure 2B, and a pulse signal that corre-

sponds with the width in vertical direction, as is shown in fig-

ure 2C, are synthetized for instance for arbitrary area 100 on

the display screen, as is shown in figure 2A, and the control

signal as is shown in figure 20, is formed.

Now the control signal from this terminal 38 is supplied to

the above mentioned switching circuits 36 and 37, and converted

by the above mentioned DAC circuits 34A and 34B, and 35A and 35B

and selection of the thus obtained control DC voltage is carried

out. Moreover, the control DC voltage that has been selected by

these switching circuits 36 and 37, is supplied to above men-

tioned pre-amplif ying IC 3. In the image that is displayed in

above mentioned CRT 7, hereby, the sharpness and contrast ratio

of the image in the designated arbitrary area are changed by the

above mentioned control signal.

That is to say that in this device, it is possible to raise

only the sharpness and contrast ratio in the area of image 100

such as a photograph or moving image that have been introduced

in for instance a display screen, more than in other sections,

and that hereby, the image quality of area 100 of the image such

as a photograph or moving image that have been introduced, can

be improved. In the above mentioned explanation, the horizontal

synchronism signal in the control signal of figure 2 is one that

has been added for the convenience of the explanation, and there

are also cases wherein it is not present in the actual signal.

By the fact that in this device an arbitrary area of the

screen is designated, and only in this area the arbitrary image

processing is carried out, it is consequently possible to im-

prove the image quality of images that have been introduced,

without hampering the visibility of information such as charac-

ters and numerals, in the case that introduced images such, as

photographs and moving images and information such as characters

and numerals are displayed together.





Hereby, cases that in the existing device had the problem

that in the case that introduced images and information such as

characters and numerals were displayed together, they appeared

as cases wherein the image quality of photographs and moving

images etc. had remarkbly deteriorated, are cases wherein such

problems can be solved in a simple way by this invention.
" In the above mentioned explanation, the situation was adopted

that the image quality is improved by for instance raising

sharpness and contrast ratio of only the area of images such as

photographs and moving images more than in other sections, but

it is also posible to use other means that improve the image

quality, by gamma correction and colour correction etc.

Now in the above mentioned first situation of execution, it

is necessary to connect special line 304 for the above mentioned

control signals in addition to cable 303 for the image signal,

for instance between personal computer 301 and monitor display

device 302, as is for instance shown in figure 3. This special

line 304 for control signals can for instance use an empty chan-

nel of cable 303 for image signals, but anyhow, a signal line is

occupied

,

On the other hand, the second situation of execution of this

invention is one wherein the signal that designates the above

mentioned arbitrary area of the screen, is supplied, superim-

posed on the image signal. That is to say that figure 4 is a

block diagram that shows the construction of an example of a mo-

nitor display device wherein the display device of the second

situation of execution of this invention has been used. In this

figure 4, sections that correspond with above mentioned figure

1, have got the same symbols, and a double explanation is omit-

ted.

In this figure 4, an image signal (R/G/B) whereon a marker

signal, that designates the above mentioned arbitrary area of

the screen, has been superimposed ^ is for instance supplied from

a computer (not shown in the figure) as the parent machine, to

input terminals 1R, 1G and 1B. Herein, prescribed signal pat-

terns 101 and 102, that are marker signals, are established in

this image signal, in both end sections of the horizontal direc-

tion of arbitrary area 100 that is designated, continuing in

vertical direction, as is for instance shown in figure 5A.

Moreover, for this marker signal, for instance for signal
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pattern 101 at the starting side (left) of the horizontal direc-

tion, various colour signals in the order blue, black, blue,

red, blue, green, blue, black, as is shown in figure 5B, have

been establshed in the form of stripes. Moreover, in signal pat-

tern 102 at the finishing end (right) of the horizontal direc-

tion, various colour signals in the order blue, black, blue,

green, blue, red, blue, black, as is shown in figure 5C , are es-

tablished in the form of stripes.

That is to say that in this construction, the third situation

of execution of this invention is the method of construction of

marker signals with the characteristic that signals wherein pri-

mary colour signals with prescribed levels have respectively

been combined with an arbitrary pattern, are established in the

image signal, and that the pattern of one primary colour signal

is used as the clock, and that the marker code is formed by the

pattern of the other primary colour signals.

Herein, the image signals from these input terminals 1R, 1G

and 1B are supplied to the above mentioned pre-amplif ying IC 3,

and for instance the red image signal (R) from input terminal 1R

is supplied to the input terminal of shift register 41 , the

green image signal (G) from input terminal 1G is supplied to the

input terminal of shift register 42, and the blue image signal

(B) from input terminal 1B is supplied to the clock terminals of

shift registers 41 and 42 via inverter 43.

Consequently, when in these shift registers 41 and 42, for

instance signal pattern 101 of the starting side (left) of the

horizontal direction as is shown in figure 6A, is supplied, the

descent of the respective blue signals is, as is shown in figure

6B, delayed a little, and a clock is supplied. By the descent of

the first blue signal, thus a signal for the timing of the first

black signal is introduced, as is shown in figure 6C

.

Moreover, by the descent of the second blue signal, a timing

signal for the red signal is introduced, as is shown in figure

6D. Moreover, by the descent of the third blue signal, a timing

signal for the green signal is introduced, as is shown in figure

6E. Moreover, by the descent of the fourth blue signal, a timing

signal for the final black signal is introduced, as is shown in

figure 6F. These signals are successively shifted to the right.

On the other hand , in above mentioned shift registers 41 and

42, the respective red image signals (R) are supplied to shift





register 41, and the green signals (G) are supplied to shift re-

gister 42. In the situation that the timing signal of the above

mentioned final black signal has been introduced (figure 6F)

,

therefore in shift register 41 the signal is introduced from the

second bit, and in shift register 42, the signal is introduced
from the third bit

.

By the fact that here, in above mentioned figure 4, the sig-

nal of the second bit of this shift register 41 and the signal
wherein the other bits have been inverted (inverters 44, 45 and

46), are supplied to AND circuit 47, and the signal of the third

bit of shift register 42 and the signal wherein the other bits

have been inverted (inverters 48, 49 and 50), are supplied to

AND circuit 51 , and the outputs of these AND circuits 47 and 51

are supplied to NAND circuit 52, signal pattern 101 of the

starting side (left) of the horizontal direction is detected.

In the same way, a clock is supplied by a little delay after

the descent of the respective blue signals, as is shown in fig-

ure 7B, when signal pattern 102 at the final side (right) of the

horizontal direction, as is for instance shown in figure 7A, is

supplied to shift registers 41 and 42. Bv the descent of the

initial blue signal, the timing signal of the initial black sig-

nal is introduced, as is shown in figure 7C.

Moreover, by the descent of the second blue signal, the tim-

ing signal of the green signal is introduced, as is shown in

figure 7D. Moreover, by the descent of the third blue signal,

the timing signal of the red signal is introduced, as is shown

in figure 7E. Moreover, by the descent of the fourth blue sig-

nal, the timing signal of the final black signal is introduced,

as is shown in figure 7F. Moreover, these signals are succes-

sively shifted to the right.

In the above mentioned shift registers 41 and 42, on the oth-

er hand, respectively the red image signals (R) are supplied to

shift register 41 , and the green image signals (G) are supplied

to shift register 42. In the situation that the timing signal of

the above mentioned final black signal has been introduced (fig-

ure 7F), therefore a signal from the second bit is introduced in

shift register 41 , and a signal from the third bit is introduced

in shift register 42.

By the fact that here, as is shown in figure 4, the signal of

the third bit of this shift register 41 and the signal wherein





the other bits have been inverted (inverters 44, 45 and 53), are

supplied to AND circuit 54, and the signal of the second bit of

shift register 42 and the signal wherein the other bits have

been inverted (inverters 48, 49 and 55), are supplied to AND

circuit 56, and the outputs of these AND circuits 54 and 56 are

supplied to NAND circuit 57, signal pattern 102 of the finishing

side (right) of horizontal direction is detected.

Then, the output of above mentioned NAND circuit 52 is sup-

plied to setting (S) terminal of flipflop 58, and the output of

above mentioned NAND circuit 57 is supplied to resetting (R)

terminal of flipflop 58. In the Q output of this flipflop 58,

hereby a discrimination signal that corresponds with the period

from detection of above mentioned signal pattern 101 at the

starting side (left) of the horizontal direction to the detec-

tion of the signal at the finishing side (right), is introduced.

This introduced discrimination signal is supplied to above

mentioned switching circuits 36 and 37, and selection of the

control DC voltage, that has been converted by the above men-

tioned DAC circuits 34A and 348, and 35A and 35B, is carried

out. The control DC voltage that has been selected by these

switching circuits 36 and 37, is supplied to above mentioned

preamplif ying IC 3. Hereby, the sharpness and contrast ratio of

the image in the arbitrary area that has been designated by the

above mentioned control signal, are changed.

That is to say that in this device, it is possible to raise

sharpness and contrast ratio only in area 100 of images such as

photographs and moving images, that have been introduced in for

instance the display screen, to a higher level than in other

parts, and that hereby, the image quality of area 100 of intro-

duced images such as photographs and moving images can be im-

proved. These improvements of image qualities can also be exe-

cuted by gamma* correction and colour correction etc.

Consequently, also in this device it is possible to improve

the image quality of introduced images without hampering the

visibility of information such as characters and numerals, in

the case that introduced images such as photographs and moving

images, and information such as characters and numerals are dis-

played together, by execution of the arbitrary image processing

only in this area.

Hereby, cases that had the problem that they appeared as cas-
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es with a remarkably reduced image quality such as photographs

and moving images in the case that introduced images and infor-

mation such as characters and numerals were displayed together

in the existing device, are cases wherein the problems can be

solved in a simple way by this invention.

Moreover, in the second situation of execution, it is possi-

ble to improve the image quality of introduced photographs and

moving images etc., by simply connecting cable 303 for image

signals, for instance between personal computer 301 and monitor

display device 302, as is for instance shown in figure 8.

Moreover, as the third situation of execution of this inven-

tion, detection of the marker code can be carried out in a sim-

ple and reliable way by establishing a signal wherein primary

colour signals with the prescribed level have been combined with

an arbitrary pattern, in the image signal, and by forming a

marker code, with the pattern of one primary colour signal as

the clock, by the pattern of the other primary colour signals.

Moreover, in figure 9, the construction of another example

wherein a marker signal detecting circuit has been used, as the

fourth situation of execution, in a monitor display device

wherein the display device of the above mentioned second situa-

tion of execution has been adopted, is shown. In the explanation

of figure 9, parts that correspond with above mentioned figure 4

have got the same symbols, and a double explanation is omitted.

That is to say that in this figure 9, as is for instance

shown in figure 10A, the same signal patterns 101a and 101b at

the starting side (left) and signal patterns 102a and 102b at

the finishing side (right) of the horizontal direction as in a-

bove mentioned figure 5, are for instance established for each

horizontal period, as marker signals, in sections that corre-

spond with the four corners of arbitrary area 100 on the display

screen

.

In this figure 9, the horizontal synchronism signal from in-

put terminal 11H is suppled to PLL circuit 12, and to this PLL

circuit 12, the oscillation signal from oscillator 13 is sup-

plied, and an arbitrary clock signal that has been synchronised

with the horizontal synchronism signal, is formed. This clock

signal is supplied to the counting terminal of horizontal count-

er 4H, and the horizontal synchronism signal or a signal that

has been synchronized with the horizontal synchronism signal are
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supplied to the resetting terminal. Hereby, a counting value

that corresponds with the horizontal position on the display

screen, is produced from this horizontal counter 14H-

Moreover, the horizontal synchronism signal is supplied to

the counting terminal of vertical counter 147, and the vertical

synchronism signal from input terminal IIV or a signal that has

been synchronized with the vertical synchronism signal are sup-

plied to the resetting terminal. Hereby, the counting value that

corresponds with the vertical position on the display screen is

produced from this vertical counter 14V. Then, the counting val-

ues of these horizontal counter 14H and vertical counter 14\/ are

supplied to respectively latching circuits 1 5A and 15B, and 1 6A

and 16B.

Moreover, via amplifiers 8R and 8G, the image signals from

above mentioned input terminals 1R and 1G are supplied to the

input terminals of shift registers 9R and 9G, and via comparator

88, the image signal from input terminal IB is supplied to the

clock terminal of shift registers 9R and 9G. Then the signals

that have been accumulated in these shift registers 9R and 9G

are supplied to comparator IOC, and compared with signal pat-

terns 101 or 102, that for instance have been memorized in mem-

ory 10M.

Also hereby, the detection of signal patterns 101 and 102 can

be carried out in the same way as in the circuit of NAND cir-

cuits 52 and 57, from shift registers 41 and 42 in above men-

tioned figure 4. Moreover, in this section, the circuit of NAND

circuits 52 and 57 may also be established from shift registers

41 and 42. The detection signal of signal patterns 101 and 102,

that has been detected by this comparator IOC or NAND circuits

52 and 57, is supplied to the trigger terminal of respectively

latching circuits 15A and 16A, and 15B and 16B.

In latching circuit ISA, hereby the counting value that cor-

responds with the horizontal position of for instance signal

pattern 101a or 101b on the display screen is latched. Moreover,

in latching circuit 15B, the counting value that corresponds

with the horizontal position of for instance signal patterns

102a or 102b on the display screen is latched.

Moroever, in latching circuit 16A, the counting value that

corresponds with the vertical position of for instance signal

pattern 101a or 102a on the display screen is latched. Moreover,





in latching circuit 16B, the counting value that corresponds

with the vertical position of for instance signal pattern 101b

or 102b on the display screen is latched.

Here, the signals that have been latched in these latching

circuits 1 5A and 15B, and 1 6A and 168, are supplied to respec-

tively comparators 1 7A and 1 7B , and ISA and 188, and the count-

ing values of above mentioned horizontal counter 14H and ver-

tical counter 14V are supplied to respectively comparators 1 7A

and 178, and 1 8A and 188.

From comparator 17A, hereby a signal is produced when the

counting value of horizontal counter 1 4H coincides with the

counting value of the horizontal position of signal patterns

101a or 101b that have been latched in latching circuit 15A.

Moreover, from comparator 178, a signal is produced when the

counting value of horizontal counter 14H coincides with the

counting value of the horizontal position of signal patterns

102a or 102b that have been latched in latching circuit 158.

Moreover, from comparator ISA, a signal is produced when the

counting value of vertical counter 14V coincides with the count-

ing value of the vertical position of signal patterns 101a or

102a that have been latched in latching circuit 16A. Moreover,

from comparator 188, a signal is produced when the counting

value of vertical counter 14V coincides with the counting value

of the vertical position of signal patterns 101b or 102b that

have been latched in latching circuit 168.

8y the fact that these signals from comparators 17A and 178

are supplied to the setting and resetting terminals of flipflop

19H, a pulse signal that corresponds with the amplitude in hori-

zontal direction of the same area 100 as was shown in above men-

tioned figure 28, is produced. Moreover, by the fact that the

signals from comparators ISA and ISA (should this be 188? trans-

lator) are supplied to the setting and resetting terminals of

flipflop 19V, a pulse signal that corresponds with the amplitude

in vertical direction of the same area 100 as was shown in above

mentioned figure 2C , is produced.

Moreover, by the fact that the signals from these flipflops

19H and 19V are synthetised by(?) multiplier 20, the same con-

trol signal as is shown in for instance above mentioned figure

2D, is formed. This control signal is supplied to above mention-

ed switching circuits 36 and 37, and converted by DAC circuits





34A or 34B and 35A or 35B, and by carrying out selection of the
thus obtained control DC voltage, the sharpness and contrast ra-

tio of the image of the arbitrary area that has been designated
by the above mentioned control signal in the image that is dis-

played in above mentioned CRT 7, are changed.

That is to say that in this device, it is possible to raise

the sharpness and contrast ratio of only area 100 of images such
as for instance photographs and moving images, that have been

introduced in the display screen, more than that of other sec-

tions, and that hereby, the image quality of area 100 of the

introduced images such as photographs and moving images can be

improved. This improvement of image quality can also be carried
out by gamma correction and colour correction.

Consequently, also in this device it is possible to. improve
the image quality of introduced images, without hamperj.ng the

visibility of information such as characters and numerals, in

the case that introduced images such as photographs and moving

images are displayed together with information such as charac-
ters and numerals, by the fact that an arbitrary area of the

screen is designated, and an arbitrary image processing is car-

ried out only in this area.

Then, as the' fourth situation of execution of this invention,

the detection of the marker code can be carried out in a simple

and reliable way by the fact that it has been equipped with a

first memory that, with the timing of a clock that depends on

one primary colour signal, takes in a pattern of the other pri-

mary colour signals, and a second memory wherein a pattern of

the other primary colour signals that form a marker code, have

been memorized in advance, and a means of comparison that suc-

cessively causes shifting of the pattern that has been taken in

in the first memory and compares it with the pattern that has

been memorized in the second memory

.

Also in this example, it is possible to improve the image

quality of introduced photographs and moving images etc, by

simply connecting cable 303 for image signals, between for in-

stance personal computer 301 and monitor display device 302, as

is for instance shown in figure 8.

Moreover, in the above mentioned example of figure 9, it is

possible to carry out processing also in the case that for in-

stance at the side of the computer, a cursor etc. has been form-
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ed, superimposed on signal patterns 101a, 102a, 101b and 102b-

That is to say that in the case that in the above mentioned de-

vice a cursor etc. has been formed, superimposed on a signal

pattern, at the side of the computer, this signal pattern can no

longer be detected with above mentioned circuit 40.

According to the example of above mentioned figure 9,

however, one of the signal patterns 101a and 101b may be detect-

ed for the starting end of the horizontal direction, and one of

the signal patterns 102a and 102b may be detected for the fin-

ishing end, and by the detection of one thereof, processing is

carried out. In the same way one of the signal patterns 101a and

102a, or signal patterns 101b and 102b may be detected for the

upper and lower end of the vertical direction, and by the detec-

tion of one thereof, processing is carried out.

In the above mentioned device, consequently processing can

also be carried out in the case that for instance a cursor etc,

has been formed, superimposed on a signal pattern, at the side

of the computer- Moreover, the cursor is smaller than the desig-

nated area 100, and it is not thought that such a cursor is sim-

ultaneously piled upon two or more signal patterns. Or in the

case that there is no risk that such a cursor is completely pil-

ed on the signal pattern, for instance the left lower signal

pattern 102b may be cancelled.

Moreover, in the above mentioned device, it is also possible

to carry out processing after establishment of signal patterns

101 and 102 on the continued line of starting and finishing end

of the horizontal direction and upper and lower end of the ver-

tical direction of area 100, as is for instance shown in figure

10B. In this case, also the risk of piling of the cursor on the

signal pattern is widely reduced by the fact that for instance

the position wherein signal patterns 101 and 102 are establish-

ed, is outside the display screen.

Moreover, in the above mentioned device, it is possible to

create the situation that a number of areas can be designated on

the display screen, by establishing a number of sets of signal

patterns 101 and 102, that are the marker signals, with respec-

tively the same or different patterns. By carrying out the same

or different image processings for these numbers of designated

areas, it is possible to carry out the optimum improvement of

image quality in the respective Images, for a screen wherein im-
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ages with various image qualities have been combined.

Moreover, figure 11 shows the construction of another example

of the method of construction of a marker signal as the third

situation of execution of this invention. That is to say that in

figure 11, for instance the blue (B) signal in the primary col-

our signals is used as the clock, and that the marker signal is

constructed with the red (R) and green (G> signals. With the

timing of the ascent of the blue (B) signal (descent of the in-

verted signal), the pattern of red (R) and green (G) signals is

for instance introduced in above mentioned shift registers 9R

and 9G-

That is to say that in the example that is shown in the fig-

ure, for instance pattern (1011) is introduced in shift register

9R, and pattern (0111) in shift register 9G. By comparison of

these patterns with the pattern that has been memorized in memo-

ry 10M, for instance the signal patterns 101 and 102, that are

the arbitrary marker signals, are detected. The construction of

the signal that is shown in the figure, is an example, and by

for instance changing the above mentioned pattern, and increas-

ing or decreasing the number of bits, a number of kinds of sig-

nal patterns can be constructed.

Moreover, in the example of figure 11, a signal is construct-

ed in such a way that the timing of the clock that for instance

depends on the blue (B) signal, and the points of change of the

patterns of the red (R) and green (G) signals do not coincide.

Hereby, the detection of the signal patterns (reading into the

shift register) can be carried out in a stable way.

Moreover, in the construction of the device of above mention-

ed figure 9, for instance the blue (B) signal is supplied to the

clock terminal of shift registers 9R and 9G, via comparator 8B.

Hereby, the situation is produced that for instance a small de-

lay is produced in the timing of the clock that depends on the

blue (B) signal.

In image signals wherein black and white patterns, such as

for instance characters and numerals, are alternately produced,

hereby white is detected in a relaible way, also in cases where-

in, by the above mentioned delay, there was the risk of detec-

tion of random signals and false detection of the arbitrary pat-

tern by the influence of time shifting of the red (R) and green

(G) signals, for instance in the edge section of the blue (B)
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signal, and it is possible to eliminate the risk of false detec-

tion of a pattern , for instance by not using a pattern with a

full section '

1
'

.

Now, the reason that in above mentioned figures 1 0A and 10B,

the signal pattern has been placed at the front side in the

horizontal direction of area lOCi^, is that the detection of the

signal pattern, as is shown in above mentioned figures 6 and 7,

is carried out with a final black timing, but this can be freely

corrected. by establishment of a means that corrects the timing.

Here, in addition figure 12 shows the construction of a con-

trol signal generating circuit, that carries out correction of

the position of the above mentioned signal pattern, as the fifth

situation of execution of this invention. In this figure 12, an

example of the case of application in the monitor display de-

vice, wherein the display device of the above mentioned second

situation of execution was used, is shown. Moreover, in the ex-

planation of this figure 12, parts that correspond with the a-

bove mentioned figure 4, have got the same symbols, and a double

explanation is omitted.

In this figure 12, horizontal and vertical synchronism sig-

nals that are supplied to above mentioned input terminals 11H

and 11V, are to supplied to in-built timer 401 of microcomputer

40, and the frequencies of the horizontal and vertical synchron-

ism signals are determined. Then these determined frequencies of

the horizontal and vertical synchronism signals are supplied to

central processing unit (below called CPU) 402, and the length

of time of the signal pattern that constitutes the above men-

tioned marker signal, is obtained from data that have been memo-

rized in for instance memory 403.

Then the value of the count of the horizontal clock signal

that corresponds with the obtained time length, is calculated by

CPU 402- Then this calculated value is supplied from microcom-

puter 40 to subtracter 22, that has for instance been establish-

ed in the output of latching circuit ISA. Hereby, the position

of the marker signal that has for instance been memorized in

latching circuit 15A, can be shifted over a part of the above

obtained time length, at the front side of the horizontal direc-

tion.

That is to say that hereby, as is for instance shown in fig-

ure 13, the signal patterns 101a and 101b, that constitute the
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marker signal, can be established inside area 100, that is de-

tected by the marker signal- Hereby, for instance signal pat-

terns 101a and 101b that constitute the marker signal, can be

formed without protrusing outside area 100, and establishment of

area 100 can be facilitated.

Moreover, figure 14 shows another example of the construction

of the control signal generating circuit, as the fifth situation

of execution of this invention. In this figure 14, only the es-

sential parts are shown, and other parts are the same as the

construction of figure 12.

In this figure 14, for instance counter 23, that simultane-

ously carries out the counting of above mentioned horizontal

counter 14H, is established. In this counter 23, position cor-

recting data that correspond with the time length from above

mentioned computer 40 (not shown in the figure), are pre-loaded,

and the count value of this counter 23 is supplied to compara-

tors 17A and 17B. In addition, adder 24 is established in the

output of latching circuit 15B, and by this adder 24, the above

mentioned position correcting data are added.

That is to say that in this case, the position of the display

screen is shifted relatively more to the rear side, and that by

the addition of position correcting data in the output of latch-

ing circuit 15B, detection of domain 100 can be carried out by

signal patterns 101a, 101b, 102a and 102b, that have been estab-

lished inside area 100. In this case, the scale of the circuit

as a whole can be reduced by the fact that it is constructed

with an adder, and that no subtracter is used.

As the sixth situation of execution of this invention, a fur-

ther correction of the position of the signal pattern can well

be executed in the above mentioned control signal generating

circuit, by addition of a code that allows determination of the

time length of the above mentioned signal pattern, to the marker

signal. That is to say that in above mentioned figure 13, for

instance arbitrary signal patterns < codes) 103a and 103b, that

show the end of the pattern, are added, in succession to signal

patterns 101a and 101b, that constitute the marker signal.

In the case that here determinations are carried out with the

use of these signal patterns 103a and 103b, execution is possi-

ble as is for instance shown in figure 15. That is to say that

in figure 15, for instance counter 25 that simultaneously car-
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ries out the count of above mentioned horizontal counter 14H, is

established. In addition, also for instance flipflop 26, that is

set /reset by the detection signals of signal patterns 101a and

101b, and 103a and 103b, is established, and by the output of

this flipflop 26, the count of counter 25 is controlled.

Hereby, the count value that for instance corresponds with

the time from the finishing end of signal patterns 101a and 101b

to the finsihinq end of signal patterns 103a and 103b, is pro-

duced from counter 25. By establishing here the position of sig-

nal patterns 103a and 103b in such a way that this time is the

time length of signal patterns 101a and 101b, the time length of

the above mentioned signal patterns can be determined. Then this

count value is established in latching circuit 27, and the same

correction of the position of the signal pattern as mentioned

above can be carried out.

That is to say that in this case, the time length of the sig-

nal pattern can be determined, and the Dosition of the signal

pattern can be corrected, without the use of microcomputer 40.

Moreover, for Instance in the case that image signals that

are supplied to input terminals 1R, 1G and IB, are generated by

a parent computer (not shown in the figure), the processing that

establishes such a signal pattern, is, at the side of this par-

ent computer <not shown in the figure), carried out with only

addition of for instance software, and no processing in the

hardware sense is necessary. Consequently, it is possible to use

the above mentioned device wherein this invention has been ap-

plied, connected with a freely chosen multi-purpose computer

etc

.

Moreover, also in the case that image signals wherein such

signal patterns have been established, are recorded in a record-

ing medium such as a video tape or video disc, and such record-

ing media are played back and displayed, this above mentioned

invention can be used.

Moreover, according to the above mentioned device, it is not

necessary that the user carries out any ooeration in the above

mentioned processing, and the processing is automatically car-

ried out, and for instance also in the case that area 100 has

been shifted and that the size has been changed, the changes of

the position and size can be followed.

Moreover, the seventh situatioh of execution of this inven-
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tion is a display device wherein a number of image signals are

inputted, and these image signals are respectively displayed in

windows, and in each of these windows and other areas, wherein

these image signals are displayed, different image processings

can be carried out

.

That is to say for instance in a television receiver, the

synthesis and display of a number of inputted image signals is,

as is for instance shown in figure 16, carried out in the re-

spective windows 1 OOA and 100B. Moreover, in some cases for in-

stance characters and numerals (/iA;iiA) are displayed in window

100C, wherein such an image signal is not synthetized,

Bv the fact that in such a television receiver, different im-

age processings are carried out in each of the windows 100A,

1008 and 100C, it is possible to improve the image quality of

the introduced image without hampering the visibility of infor-

mation such as for instance characters and numerals. In this

case, detection of windows 100A, 1008 and 100C etc. can for in-

stance be carried out by an internal synthesis circuit of the

television receivcer, and it is not necessary to establish spec-

ial marker signals for the detection.

When then it is a display device to display images according

to the display device of the first situation of execution of

this invention, it is possible to improve the image quality of

introduced photographs and moving images etc., without hampering

the visibility of information such as characters and numerals,

by establishing a control signal that designates arbitrary areas

of the screen that is displayed, and establishing an image pro-

cessing means that executes the respective arbitrary image pro-

cessings in each of these designated areas, based on the control

signal

.

Moreover, when it is a display device for display of images

according to the second situation of execution of this inven-

tion, it is possible to improve the image quality of introduced

photographs and moving images etc., without hampering the visi-

bility of information such as characters and numerals, by sup-

plying the image signal whereto a marker signal has been attach-

ed, in an arbitrary area of the screen that is displayed, and

establishing an image processing means that detects the marker

signal and carries out different image processings in each area

wherein it has been detected.





Moreover, according to the method of construction of the

marker signal of the third situation of execution of this inven-

tion, detection of the marker code can be carried out in a sim-

ple and reliable way by establishing a signal wherein the pri-

mary colour signals with the respective prescribed levels have

been combined with an arbitrary pattern in the image signal, us-

ing the pattern of one primary colour signal as the clock, and

forming a marker code with the pattern of the other primary col-

our signals.

Moreover, according to the marker signal detecting circuit cf

the fourth situation of execution of this invention, it is pos-

sible to carry out detection of the marker code in a simple and

reliable way by establishing a signal wherein the primary colour

signals with the respective prescribed levels have been combined

with an arbitrary pattern in the image signal, using the pattern

of one primary colour signal as the clock, and forming a marker

code with the pattern of the other primary colour signals, pro-

viding a first memory that takes in the pattern of the other

primary colour signals with the timing of the clock that depends

on the pattern of one primary colour signal, for at least the

marker signal that designates the arbitrary area of the screen

that is displayed by the image signal, and a second memory

wherein the pattern of the other primary colour signals, that

forms the marker code, has been memorized in advance, and a

means of comparison that compares the pattern that has been tak-

en in in the first memory, while it is successively shifted,

with the pattern that has been memorized in the second memory.

Moreover, according to the control signal generating circuit

of the fifth situation of execution of this invention, it is

possible to form the signal pattern that constitutes the marker

signal, without protrusion thereof outside the area, and it is

possible to facilitate establishment of the area, by establish-

ing a signal wherein the primary colour signals with the respec-

tive prescribed levels have been combined with an arbitrary pat-

tern in the image signal, using the pattern of one primary col-

our signal as the clock, and forming a marker code with the pat-

tern of the other primary colour signals, and providing a detec-

tion means that detects the marker signal for at least the mark-

er signal that designates the arbitray area of the screen that

is displayed by the image signal, and a determining means that
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determines the frequencies of the horizontal and vertical syn-

chronism signals of the image signal, and a processing means

that obtains the time length of the marker signal from the de-

termined frequencies of the horizontal and vertical synchronism

signals, and a correcting means that corrects the horizontal po-

sition of the marker signal with the use of the obtained time

length

.

Moreover, according to the control signal generating circuit

of the sixth situation of execution of this invention, it is

possible to form the signal pattern that constitutes the marker

signal without protrusion outside the area, and it is possible

to facilitate the est ablishement of the area, by establishing a

signal wherein the primary colour signals with the respective

prescribed levels have been combined with an arbitrary pattern

in the image signal, using the pattern of one primary colour

signal as the clock, and forming a marker code with the pattern

of the other primary colour signals, and providing a detection

means that detects the marker signal for at least the marker

signal that designates the arbitrary area of the screen that is

displayed by the image signal, and wherein at least a code that

allows determination of the length has been attached to the

marker signal that is established at the starting end of the

horizontal direction of the area, and a processing means that

obtains the time length of the marker signal with the use of the

code that allows determination of the length, and a correcting

means that corrects the horizontal position of the marker signal

with the use of the obtained time length

.

Moreover, according to the seventh situation of execution of

this invention, it is possible to improve the image quality of

introduced images without hampering the visibility of informa-

tion such as characters and numerals, by being a display device

wherein a number of image signals are inputted, and the number

of image signals are respectively displayed in windows, and by

establishing an image processing means that executes different

image processings in each of the windows and other areas wherein

a number of image signals are displayed.

This invention is not limited to the above explained situa-

tions of execution, and various forms are possible, without vio-

lation of the essentials of this invention.
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What is claimed

-

1 . A display device with the characteristic that

it is a display device for the display of images,

that a control signal that designates an arbitrary area of

the above mentioned screen that is displayed,

and that an image processing means that carries out the re-

spective arbitrary image processings in each of these designated

areas, based on the above mentioned control signal, is estab-

lished .

2. A display device with the characteristic that in the dis-

play device that has been described in claim 1

,

the above mentioned image processing means freely carries out

at least one or more image processings such as contour correc-

tion, luminance correction, gamma correction, and colour correc-

tion, for each of the images in the above mentioned designated

areas.

3. An image display device with the characteristic that

it is a display device for the display of images,

that image signals whereto a marker signal has been added,

are supplied to an arbitrary area of the above mentioned screen

that is displayed,

and that an image processing means that detects the above

mentioned marker signal and carries out different image process-

ings in each of these areas wherein they have been detected, is

established

.

4. A display device with the characteristic that in the dis-

play device that has been described in claim 3,

the above mentioned image processing means freely carries out

at least one or more image processings such as contour correc-

tion, luminance correction, gamma correction, and colour correc-

tion, for each of the images in the above mentioned areas where-

in they have been detected.

5- A display device with the characteristic that in the dis-

play device that has been described in claim 3,

for the above mentioned marker signal, a prescribed signal

pattern is established in both ends of the horizontal direction

of the above mentioned arbitrary area, continuing in the v.erti-

cal direction,

and that an arbitrary image processing is carried out in the
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periods between detection of the above mentioned marker signal.

6. A display device with the characteristic that in^ the dis-

play device that has been described in claim 3,

for the above mentioned marker signal, a prescribed signal

pattern is established in a section that corresponds with the

four corners of the above mentioned arbitrary area,

that two of the above mentioned marker signals that are sepa-

rated in horizontal direction, are detected, and the area in

horizontal direction of the above mentioned arbitrary area is

memorized

,

and that an arbitrary image processing is carried out, fol-

lowing the above mentioned memorized area in horizontal direc-

tion in the period between detection of the two above mentioned

marker signals that are separated in vertical direction.

7. A display device with the characteristic that in the dis-

play device that has been described in claim 3,

a number of sets are established for the above mentioned

marker signals,

and that an image processing means that detects the above

mentioned marker signals per set, and carries out diffferent im-

ages processings in each area wherein they have been detected,

is established.

8. A method of marker signal construction with the character-

istic that

a signal wherein primary colour signals with a prescribed

level are combined with an arbitrary pattern in the image sig-

nal
,

and that the pattern of one of the above mentioned primary

colour signals is used as the clock, and the marker code is

formed with the pattern of the other above mentioned primary

colour signals.

9. A method of marker signal construction wherein, in the

method of marker signal construction that has been described in

claim 8,

it is constructed with a shifting of the timing of the clock

that depends on the above mentioned pattern of one primary col-

our signal, and the points of change of the pattern of the other

above mentioned primary colour signals.

10. A method of marker signal construction wherein, in the

method of marker signal construction that has been described in
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claim 8,

in the case that the arbitrary area of the screen that is

displayed by the above mentioned image signal, is designated by

the above mentioned marker signal^

at least to the above mentioned marker signal that is estab-

lished in the starting end ih horizontal direction of the above

mentioned area, a code that allows the determination of its

length is added

11. A marker signal detecting circuit that, for a marker sig-

nal wherein a signal wherein primary colour signals with pre-

scribed levels have been combined with an arbitrary pattern in

the image signal, is established, the pattern of one above men-

tioned primary colour signal is used as the clock and a marker
code is formed by the pattern of the other above mentioned pri-

mary colour signals, and that at least designates the arbitrary
area of the screen that is displayed by the above mentioned im-

age signal, has been equipped with

a first memory that, with the timing if a clock that depends
on the above mentioned pattern of one primary colour signal,

takes in the pattern of the other above mentioned primary colour

signals

,

and a second memory wherein the pattern of the other above

mentioned other primary colour signals that form the above men-

tioned marker code, has been memorized in advance,

and a means of comparison that, under successive shifting of

the pattern that has been introduced in the above mentioned

first memory, compares it with the pattern that has been memo-

rized in the above mentioned second memory.

12. A marker signal detecting circuit with the characteristic

that in the marker signal detecting circuit that has been de-

scribed in claim 11,

a prescribed delay means for detection of the timing of the

clock that depends on the above mentioned pattern of one primary

colour signal, in the intake of the pattern of the other above

mentioned primary colour signals, is established.

13. A control signal generating circuit that, for a marker

signal, wherein a signal wherein primary colour signals with

prescribed levels have been combined with an arbitrary pattern

in the image signal, is established, the pattern of one above

mentioned primary colour signal is used as the clock and a mark-





er code is formed by the pattern of the other above mentioned
primary colour signals, and that at least designates the arbi-

trary area of the screen that is displayed by the above mention-
ed image signal, has been equipped with

a detection means that detects the above mentioned marker

signal,

and a means of determination that determines the frequency of

the horizontal ,and vertical synchronism signals of the above

mentioned image signal,

and a processing means that obtains the time length of the

above mentioned marker signal from the above mentioned determin-
ed frequencies of the horizontal and vertical synchronism sig-

nals ,

and a correction means that corrects the horizontal position
of the above mentioned marker signal with the use of the above

mentioned obtained time length.

14, A control signal generating circuit that, for a marker

signal wherein a signal wherein primary colour signals with pre-

scribed levels have been combined with an arbitrary pattern in

the image signal is established, the pattern of one above men-

tioned primary colour signal is used as the clock and a marker

code is formed by the pattern of the other above mentioned pri-

mary colour signals, and that at least designates the arbitrary

area of the screen that is displayed by the above mentioned im-

age signal, and a marker signal wherein to the above mentioned

marker signal that has been established at least at the starting

end in horizontal direction of the above mentioned area, a code

that makes it possible to determine its length, has been added,

has been equipped with

a detection means that detects the above mentioned marker

signal,

and a processing means that obtains the time length of the

above mentioned marker signal with the use of the above mention-

ed code whereby determination of the length is made possible,

and a correction means that corrects the horizontal position

of the above mentioned marker signal with the use of the above

mentioned obtained time length

,

15. A display device with the characteristic that

it is a display device wherein a number of image signals are

inputted and the above mentioned number of image signals are
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displayed in the respective windows,

and that an image processing means that carries out different

image processings in the windows and other areas wherein the

above mentioned number of image signals have been displayed.

Figures

List of symbols and items.

symbol item

1R, 1G, 1B input terminals

2R
,

2G, 2B condensers

3 preamplif ying IC

31R, 31G, 31B clamping circutis

32R, 32G, 328 sharpness improving circuit

33R, 33G, 338 amplifier

34A, 34B, 35A, 36B D/A conversion circuits

37, 37 switching circuit

38 control terminal

4 output amplifier

5R, 5G, 5B condenser

6 cut off regulating amplifier

7 cathode ray tube

40 macrocomputer




